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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 While working at an investment bank this summer, an organization that advises organizations 

on corporate finance issues, I had to pull stock information from the web and create graphs showing 

stock price performance of various industry segments to be used in presentations nearly daily. The 

graphs needed to be formatted with the bank’s formatting and color schemes, so I couldn’t just paste 

graphs from Yahoo or Capital IQ. I had to download data from the Internet to Excel and construct a chart 

by hand. Also, I had to combine the performance of any number of stocks to create customized industry 

segment performance indices. I therefore attempted to automate a program by recording macros that 

would pull information from Capital IQ and graph the data. However, with my limited knowledge of VBA, 

the program I created was inefficient, slow, and riddled with errors. 

The new program I created pulls stock price information from Yahoo! and plots a line graph with 

stock performance of several industry segments against the performance of the S&P. The user selects 

which stocks to plot, which segments they are included in, and a time period through which to pull 

information. I will use this program extensively upon beginning work in June at an investment bank in 

New York City. 

 

WHAT THE USER SEES: EXPLANATION OF THE PROGRAM 

Before code executes, the workbook is composed of three worksheets, one of which is hidden 

to the user. The first worksheet is the Inputs sheet, where the user enters the stocks to be graphed, the 

category titles, and the time period from which to pull data. On the next page is what the input sheet 

looks like, with example data filled in: 



 

If the required fields are not filled in correctly, error messages appear to inform the user, and the 

program stops. Below is an example of two such alerts: 

  

 The second sheet is the Index Data sheet, which is blank before the code executes for the first 

time. In this sheet, stock price data is compiled. Below is a screenshot of part of the Index Data 

worksheet after data has been compiled: 

 

 



 The dollar closing price of each stock is pulled into the third worksheet, a hidden worksheet, 

from a .csv file downloaded from Yahoo! Finance. Those dollar figures are moved to the visible Index 

Data worksheet on the bottom of the previous page. In this particular example, the prices are moved to 

to columns B (for the S&P) and D through J (for specific stocks) as seen in the figure above. The other 

columns are used to compute the return on the portfolio of stocks, as can be seen in columns C (for the 

S&P) and R (for the “Bulge Bracket Bank” segment). Columns K through Q compute the return on each 

individual stock, as a 100 point index, which is used in computing column R, the return for the entire 

portfolio. 

Every time the code executes, a new chart is created in a fourth, newly-added worksheet called 

Index Graph. Below is the chart that the code creates using the inputs indicated in the previous pages:  

 

 

 

Each “index” is NOT capitalization weighted; that is, a company with a higher market capitalization does 

not receive more weight. The indices are computed as if an investor placed an equal amount of dollars 

into stocks of each company in each index. It then computes the return he or she would receive in the 

entire portfolio. For example, the “Mid Market Banks” index in the graph above includes the stock 

performance of Piper Jaffray, Jefferies, and Raymond James investment banks. The model assumes that 

an investor places a fixed, equal dollar amount into each stock, and measures the return for the entire 
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portfolio of the three stocks. The resulting return is shown in the green line in the chart above. The line 

chart is then ready to be pasted into a PowerPoint presentation, as needed by the user.  

When a Stock Is Not Traded for the Entire Period 

Sometimes, a specific stock will not have data available for the entire period a user has selected. 

This could be for various reasons, but is usually because the stock was not trading during the entire 

period. In that case, the following message box will appear: 

 

The line chart will still be created. If one stock in a category did not trade for the entire time period, it is 

simply not included in the category return plotted on the chart. As can be seen in the blue columns 

below, PJC (Piper Jaffray) began trading during the week of December 29, 2003. Stock price information 

is in column B. Before that date, stock information was not available. In column E, where the PJC index is 

measured, “NM” is shown, which stands for “Not Meaningful.” In column H, PJC is not included in the 

Mid Market Banks category, but the other 

stocks are included and graphed in the line 

chart. 

If all the stocks in a given category are 

not traded for the duration of the dates 

selected, the same message box appears to 

inform the user to check the Index Data page, 

and no line is graphed. The user must choose a 

different starting date if he or she wants to 

measure the performance of that category. 

 

The Reset Button 

 There is also a reset button on the Inputs sheet that clears the all the sheets and deletes the 

chart. It is there for convenience, but it is not necessary every time a user wants to create a new graph. 

If a user simply fills in new inputs, the code will delete the previous chart, clear and refill the Index Data 

tab, and remake a new chart. 

 



WHAT THE USER DOES NOT SEE: THE CODE AND DIFFICULTIES IN WRITING IT 

Downloading Stock Information 

What the user does not see is the downloading of data from Yahoo! Finance. When I started this 

project, I wanted to use the Capital IQ Excel plug-in to download the data since the formulas would be 

held within the actual spreadsheet and would have made the project much easier. Also, the user would 

be able to see exactly how the data was pulled. Investment bankers like to see everything so they can 

check each others’ work, and because they all have very “red” personalities and like to be in control. 

However, CapIQ would not give me a free trial and BYU does not own any contracts with CapIQ. 

Therefore, I had to adapt some code we used in class to download data from Yahoo!, in which VBA pulls 

.csv files from Yahoo! Finance and places the data into Excel. This proved to be more difficult than 

simply using CapIQ, but also provided some benefits because I was forced to write a lot more code to 

populate cells instead of holding complex CapIQ formulas within cells. This resulted in a file much 

smaller than a CapIQ file would be. 

The actual code which uploads the stock data 

is very similar to what we used in class, so I will not 

explain it here. To the right is a screenshot of the 

hidden spreadsheet in which the data is initially placed 

before being moved to the Index Data sheet: 

Column H holds the adjusted closing prices for 

the share (adjusted for stock splits, dividends, and 

other events) and is the column that is moved to the 

Index Data sheet. Subsequent to the copying of 

column H, this page is cleared and data for the next 

stock on the Input sheet is downloaded. Again, this 

page is not visible to the user and is used simply to hold the downloaded stock information before 

pasting it into the Index Data sheet. 

Creating the Chart 

The most difficult part of the project for me was figuring out how to create a dynamic chart that 

could be created no matter the size of the data field. I experimented a lot by recording myself selecting 

data fields, writing interesting formulas, etc. After a lot of thinking, searching online, and looking at 

some class examples, I determined that I could name ranges in VBA and use those names in the Series 

data name properties of a chart. The following code names the ranges of returns in the Index Data sheet 

AFTER the data is populated, with the following code: 



 

This code names each range of cells used in the graph, “stockIndex1”, “stockIndex2”,  “stockIndex3”, 

etc., for any number of categories selected on the Input tab (colPaste, dataNum, and grIndexNum are 

variables used in the many loops I use in the code). 

 After naming the range, VBA uses the following code to create each series within a line chart (all 

within a loop): 

 

 This line of code gives values to as many series in the chart as there are named ranges. 

Therefore, the chart graphs as many lines as there are named ranges in the Index Data sheet. 

 Further, the default chart type created by Excel did not appear as I wished. When percentages 

are on the vertical axes, for some reason Excel sets the horizontal axis to cross the vertical axis on the 

0% y-value. I had to solve this problem by adding code that would set the minimum chart value to 

around 10% lower than the minimum of all the data included in the chart, and then set the value at 

which the horizontal axis crosses the vertical axis at that same value. That way, the horizontal axis is 

always at the bottom. I used a similar process to set the maximum chart value. The code is shown 

below. hAxis is variable that holds the minimum data value in the chart series, and vAxisMax holds the 

maximum value. 

 

The remainder of the chart is in the default Excel formatting.  

CONCLUSION 

 This program will be of great use to me and my fellow analysts at the investment bank I will start 

working for in June. I anticipate we will use it almost daily and that it will save hours in manually finding 

such stock information and creating charts by hand. When I arrive, I can easily alter the code to change 

the color scheme and font to the company standard. 

 The programming subject I learned the most about in this project is looping. I created seven or 

eight different loops in this code, including “for each next” loops and “do” loops. I had to define a lot of 

variables to use in the loops. Before this class, I knew almost nothing about loops in code, and I now 

know it is a basic element of writing programs and necessary for this program. I now feel very 

comfortable with loops and could implement them in future programs I create. 

 

  


